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gadgets day by day, increases the demand of power
chargers. The issue with present day chargers is that they
charge the devices even after battery of the device is fully
charged. This leads to degradation of battery life of any
device. Also, it dissipates much power which is a loss in the
system. To overcome the above issues, a novel auto cut-off
power charger is proposed in this work. The proposed smart
electronic device, which has sensors, software programmed
controllers and network ports which enable to collect
connected device’s power level and the collected
information is used to track the power level of the device.
Moreover, the device can be cut off from the charger thereby
avoids overcharging of the battery and improves the
performance of the device.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this era, many applications are simply
performed by various electronic appliances. Thus,
innumerous electronic appliances are emerging day by
day. These appliances use electronic devices as an integral
part which depends purely on power. Thus, now-a-days,
charging of such devices becomes a challenge. The battery
of the device is one of the factors, which decides the
efficiency of the device. Overcharging of battery may
degrade the life and performance of the device. To
overcome the adverse effects due to overcharging, an auto
cut-off power charger is proposed in this work.
The proposed IoT Based multi utility auto cut off
power charger is designed by introducing a circuit to
detect the current and voltage level with IoT support,
which operates with the threshold value beyond which it
allows to turn off the power charger from anywhere. It
enhances the life of the battery used in any real time
electronic gadgets. It also focuses on energy conservation.
This approach when implemented in industries in real
time appliances maintains the equipment’s performance
and enhances its life time.
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Various automation system such as devices that monitors
battery level based on estimation of temperature obtained
from battery using Kalman filter’s, a state of charge
estimation[1]. In the development of automatic cut-off PV
charge controller, voltage level alone is measured[2, 3].
Multi utility concept is fetched from solar panel based
multi mobile charger[3, 4].
IoT offers advance connectivity of devices and systems
which is beyond our reach for communications and
various applications[5-10]. Intelligent home automation
system using IoT and smart devices with different
protocols has emerged drastically in smart homes [11-15].
The voltage level estimation of battery using Kalman filter
may vary as it is based on temperature that may change
due to different parameters. Though solar panel mobile
charger is efficient, it is not suitable for all appliances.
Moreover, in smart homes IoT has attained its peak, but it
is not fully extended to industrial appliances.
To overcome the above issues, IoT based multi utility auto
cut-off power charger is proposed, that follows estimation
of battery based on voltage and current levels; even at
different environmental conditions; including industrial
appliances which can be accessed from anywhere.

3. PROPOSED NOVEL POWER CHARGER
The proposed IoT based multi utility auto cut-off
power charger the parameters such as voltage, current
and power are evaluated continuously. The battery level of
the charged device is monitored and controlled externally
with the help of a relay. Once it reaches the threshold
value it automatically detaches from the mains. The added
advantage is that it can be accessed from anywhere
through IoT. It can also be controlled manually by a user at
any charged level of the battery.Fig-1represents the block
diagram of IoT Based Multi Utility Auto Cut-Off Power
Charger.
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Fig-3 Represents the Global Packet Radio Service (GPRS).
The tracking of the electronic device is done by Global
System for Mobile communication (GSM).Global Packet
Radio Service(GPRS) is the extension of GSM with an added
feature of high data transmission rate.
It is a wireless modem which uses Hayes compatible
AT(Attention) commands for communicating with the
server.

Fig-4: Voltage Regulator
Fig-1.System block diagram
Fig -2 represents the ARMLPC2148 Controller. ARM LPC2148 is a family of 32-bit micro controller. It has 32 KB to
512 KB on-chip memory. The controller provides low
power consumption and it is easy for loading and decoding.
It has 8 KB to 40 KB Random

Fig-2:ARM LPC2148 Controller

Fig-4 Represents the Voltage Regulator.7812 is a voltage
regulator integrated circuit.7812 provides +12V regulated
power supply. The voltage source in a circuit may have
fluctuations and would not give the fixed voltage output.
The voltage regulator IC maintains the output voltage at a
constant value.

Fig-5: Relay

Access Memory (RAM). It is preferred more since it
provides 20 years of retention with 1 lakh instructions for
write/erase cycles.The controller has inbuilt UART with
handshake protocol and a 10-bit A/D converter.

Fig-5Represents the ULN2003A relay. The relay used here
is for electrical switching. It is operated by the principle of
electromagnetism. It provides a collector current of about
500 mA. Relays can be classified based on the number of
output circuits being connected. For example, Protective
relays are used for multiple circuits and ULN2003A for
single output circuit.

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
Fig-6Represents the integrated hardware of the proposed
work. When the power supply is switched ON, the stepdown transformer converts AC to DC current. The
transformed current is regulated by a +12V voltage
regulator to maintain a constant value.

Fig-3: GPRS
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5. CONCLUSION
Various charging methods, vast growth in automation and
the recent development in IoT was analyzed.With these
huge advancements as a key factor, a novel multi utility
power charger with auto cut off system is proposed,
developed and implemented is presented in this paper.
This, IoT based multi utility auto cut-off power charger
continuously monitors voltage, current and power levels
of battery and detaches the charging circuit automatically
from the mains with the help of a relay, after the threshold
voltage is reached. This results in high power consumption
and enhances the battery life compared to the other
charging methods.
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